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Our Contributions
are from
1998
Muhammad Medical College, Mirpurkhas , which runs
under Muhammad Foundation Trust, has a clear mission to
provide learning and training opportunities of
international standards, and to provide adequate health
facilities to the patients who need it most. Central to this
aim is our desire to put students and the patients at the
forefront of our attention.
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Mirpurkhas

the most peaceful city of Pakistan

Apart from high academic standards and healthy atmosphere, many familiessend their children to MMC
because of the peaceful nature of the city. The cityof Mirpurkhas, which in ancient times used to be the
gloried Kaho Jo Daro,the capital of magnicent empire of indus civilization, is one of the most peaceful
cities of Pakistan. The history shifted to the point where it became the capital of Mirs' Sindh. Apart from the
fascinating history, Mirpurkhas holds its position high as a city where people from all walks of life live with
peace and harmony. It is also called the city of Mangoes. Today, its golden history includes the name of the
largest non government educational and medical trust of Sindh outside Karachi, the MFT.
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Message by:

DR. S. ALI MUHAMMAD
Founder Chairman and Patron, MFT
These lines were not written as message but you judge for yourself, what could be a better message than this.
Life is a strange phenomenon. Whether you do good things or bad things or nothing, it moves on. Time flies. Children
become boys & girls, then young adults, then middle aged and then old people. (Shakespeare will count 7 stages, others less
or more), but nevertheless, before you know, you are heading towards eternity, leaving all your loved ones and houses and
land and earnings behind. That is because you never owned them. As Mir has said “Yeh hi jana keh kuch na jana haye. So bhi ik umr mein hua maloom”.
However one thing is certain. If you do what you have been asked to do and refrain from what you have been forbidden with, Someone ensures that your
beloveds are properly taken care of, your name stays prestigious and your deeds carry on. I do not know if I would be able to see the seeds of my institutions of
knowledge and treatment turning into full fledged trees, but I am sure that God almighty never lets any sincere effort go wasted. So I am sure that my and your
children and all the future children of Mirpurkhas, Sindh and Pakistan will witness Muhammad Medical College, Institutes and Hospitals turning into centers of
excellence and will be fully benefitted by these institutions. And perhaps I will also witness from somewhere high up, my and your children smiling in these
places. May God grant MMC, MMCH and MIST all the recognition and success that these institutes truly deserve. AMEEN
Dr. S. Ali Muhammad left for his eternal abode soon after these lines. MMC and MMCH were granted
recognition by PMDC seven and half months after his departure, realizing his dreams. Principal MMC
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PROF. NOSHAD A. SHAIKH
Vice Chancellor, LUMHS, Jamshoro
It is indeed comforting to learn that Muhammad Medical College, now
afiliated with Liaquat University of Medical & Health Sciences, is educating and training
graduates from all over the country.
I am glade to know that Muhammad Medical College has established itself in the renowned
Medical Institutions and providing quality of education to the young graduates entering in
Medical Profession.
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PROF. SYED RAZI MUHAMMAD
MBBS(DOW), FRCS(Edinburgh), FRCS(Glasgow)
Diploma in Urology (London), MBA, Med
Diploma in Medical Education (University of Dundee)
Examiner Royal Colleges of Surgeons of Edinburgh and Glasgow
Member Editorial Board of all 4 Royal Colleges of UK & Ireland
Member Pakistan Medical & Dental Council.

From the desk of

MANAGING TRUSTEE

As the world is turning into a global village, our future doctors face a gigantic task of mastering Community Oriented Health Sciences on
one hand and developing skills and competence required at international level on other. Medical Education is changing very rapidly and
“Modernizing Medical Education” by NHS in UK is a glaring example. A thorough understanding of modern aspects of Medical
Education is most vital for our students and doctors. At the same time full comprehension of concepts like Medical Ethics, Evidence
Based Medicine and Better Communication Skills should be provided to our students. I intend to make full use of my experience of being
a Fellow of two Royal Colleges and more recently, an examiner of all four Royal Colleges of Surgeons of UK, for the benefit of our
students. A close liaison is also being developed with some UK institutes that will further help our future doctors.
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Message by:

ENGR. SYED TAQI MUHAMMAD
Registrar, MMC
From the desk of

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES

It gives me great pleasure to write these lines for the prospectus of Muhammad Medical College. It will provide good guidance to the students who wish to pursue Medical
Education in a great institution.
Muhammad Medical College is established in one of the most peaceful cities of Pakistan. In an era of restlessness where parents wish to send their sons and daughters to
pursue medical career, yet they are worried about the intolerance and insecurity prevalent in big cities, Mirpurkhas provides an ideal place. Moreover, MMC has within the
campus, a 600 bedded hospital recognized by PM&DC and CPSP for training. This is a charitable hospital hence patients are very accommodative to medical students and this
greatly enhances the opportunities of clinical learning.
All students of nine batches, who have passed the final year examination have enrolled with the PM&DC and are either practicing or training for postgraduate qualifications in
Pakistan, Middle East, UK, USA and other countries. Students get the degree from University of Sindh which is second oldest and one of the most renowned Universities of
Pakistan. Hence whichever part of the world, the students go, they are welcomed and never encounter any problem in jobs, training or admissions in postgraduate courses.
Girls' and Boys' hostels of MMC are perhaps the largest and most accommodative in Pakistan. Large sports grounds, playing courts and halls ensure healthy physical
activities. Debates, Mushaira and other co-curricular activities add to the intellectual growth of the students. In short, MMC is an ideal place for Medical Education in
Pakistan.
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PROF. GHULAM ALI MEMON
Principal, MMC
From the desk of

PRINCIPAL

As a medical student, You are going to spend a significant number of the most important years of your life at college. You’ll want to end
up with a world-class qualification and you’ll work hard to achieve that. But you’ll also want a rich and vibrant social and cultural life. It
gives me immense pleasure to write these lines for Muhammad Medical College which is recognized institution by Pakistan Medical &
Dental Council to award MBBS Degree. This is the only private Medical College situated in the rural areas of Sindh especially in the
Thar Region. This Institution is Progressing day by day with academic activities like Annual Symposia & CME Programs. In the year
2010 it added a feather in its cap by recognition of College of Physicians & Surgeons Pakistan, in the fields of Medicine, Surgery &
Gynae / Obstetrics for imparting training of FCPS.
MAY ALLAH BLESS THIS INSTITUTE WITH MORE SUCCESS IN FUTURE.
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PROF. SHAMSUL ARFEEN KHAN
Vice Principal, MMC
From the desk of

VICE PRINCIPAL

Mirpurkhas the peaceful city is known as a city of NGOs & Mangoes, it was in year 1998 when a person and his sons created a History by opening a Medical College in private
sector, which has to be established by public sector in this remote & neglected area. How it was difficult and Herdling is now a past and history.
Dr. Syed Ali Muhammad was the founder chairman & Dr. Syed Razi Muhammad Fought the fight all alone but never saw back, the team he got fortunately enhance his
courage & moral in his efforts. Now Mirpurkhas is also known to have a Medical College alongwith NGOs & Mangoes.
Muhammad Medical College, is providing the best Medical Education to the undergraduate students with all the facilities as per requirement of PM&DC, (the governing body
of Medical education in Pakistan). It has a large number of faculty with Administrative staff.
MMCH is providing the required Health facility to the ailing community on charitable rates to the peoples of Mirpurkhas and areas linked to it. This institution is providing lot
of Jobs opportunities, more than 500 peoples are working in both academics & non-academics Heads.
My message is that the Stake Holders may come forward & provide education to every citizen of this county specially the females.
My wish and will is that May ALLAH promote this institution a Medical University, so that it enhance the facilities and services much more than today.
LONG LIVE MMC
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MUHAMMAD FOUNDATION TRUST

Muhammad Foundation Trust is a registered trust consisting of highly educated people of Mirpurkhas.
This trust has been formed by a group of professionals & educationists with deep roots in Mirpurkhas,
under leadership of Dr. and Mrs. Ali Muhammad and Professor Dr. Syed Razi Muhammad.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dr. Syed Ali Muhammad

Mrs. Razia Ali Muhammad

Prof. Dr. S. Razi Muhammad

Founder Chairman (Late)

Chairperson (Late)

Managing Trustee

Engr. S. Taqi Muhammad

Mr. M. Ibrahim Soomro

Dr. Mrs. A. H. Muhammad

Secretary Board of Trustees

Trustee

Trustee

Mr. Syed Aun Muhammad
Trustee
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Admission Policy
Rules & Regulations

How to Apply

All admissions are done following the

decision of Muhammad Medical College

policies of PM&DC and LUMHS. The

will be final

College Academic Council has established

Candidate should submit along with

an admission cell. The cell is responsible

application form, a complete record of

for all matters pertaining to admissions e.g.

school and college academic achievements

admission test, interviews and selection of

including marks sheets and certificates

candidates. The Cell provides guidance to

which must be certified by the Principal of

paretns and students. Admissions will be

the concerned College.

strictly dealt on Merit basis. After the

Who can apply?

completion of admission process, the list of

Admission Criteria

selected candiates will be exhibited on

The Candidate seeking for admission,
should fulfill the following Criteria:
Ü Minimum 60% marks in Pre-Medical
Group of Higher Secondary Certificate
Examination held by a recognized Board of
Intermediate Education in Pakistan.
Students are required to take a written test

college notice board. Students can also
contact college office for their results.
Failure to submit full fees within 48 hours
of announcement of results may cause
withdrawal of offer of admission. The

Admission Requirements

Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

Ü

Ü

(MCQs) and appear for an interview.
Proficiency in English Language,
both in written and verbal expression
is required.
Completed admission form of
Muhammad Medical College.
Photographs (6 Passport size).
One copy of Mark Sheet of
Secondary School Certificate.
One copy of Secondary School
Certificate.
One copy of Mark Sheet of Higher
Secondary Certificate
(HSC Pre-Medical).
For students with GCE
Cambridge/London, one copy
each of the transcript of ‘O’ level
and ‘A’ level examination results.
One copy of NIC or ‘B’ Form.
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Admission Policy
Criteria for Oversease Students

For Students who have graduated
from overseas Pakistani schools

Students:

NOTE: Before submitting applications,

The College has defined the Category of

applicants must ensure that they have

Following Items are required for

Overseas Students as follows:

complied with the instructions given with

Admission:

1.

Wards of Pakistanis residing abroad.

the application from. It remains the

2.

Students sponsored by their

responsibility of the applicant to

Muhammad Medical College along

relatives or friends residing abroad.

submit the application according to

with the required non refundable fee

3.

instructions

Students who have graduated from

a High School from abroad.

Photocopies of documents submitted with

For High School Graduates of USA/Canada

the application must be presented along

One Copy of High School

with the originals for the purpose of

Certificate (Grade 9-12 or 13)

verification by the College. The College, if

attested by the School Principal /

it considers essential, will check the

Ü

Officer.
Ü

R e c o m m e n d e d S AT- I I w i t h

minimum score of 550 in subjects of
Biology, Chemistry and one more

authenticity of the documents submitted
with the concerned School, College, Board
or University.

Ü

Completed application form of

in US dollars
Ü

One copy of Marks Sheet of
Secondary School Certificate
(SSC).

Ü

One copy of Higher Secondary
Certificate Marks Sheet (HSC).

Ü

For students completing GCE,
Cambridge London, one copy each
of “O” and “A” Levels transcripts.

Science subject.
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Admission Policy
Admission Test

Interviews

The College conducts the Admission Test

The interview is currently an integral part of

are given a deadline by which to accept the

for all eligible candidates (local+overseas).

the selection process. We use it to assess

offer of admission. Offers not accepted by

The Test will consist of multiple choice

your determination, communication skills

the given deadline are cancelled.

questions (one best answer type) in

and personality, and it also gives you a

Requirement of Selected Students

following subjects.

chance to meet people involved with the

The Successful selected student are

course.

expected to fulfill the following.

Ü

Biology

Selections

a.

Educational Certificates

Ü

Chemistry

Applications are reviewed within the

Bring original transcripts, Marks Sheet and

Ü

Physics

Admissions Office to check that they meet

Certificates

Ü

English

the minimum academic requirements. The

b.

applications which do not meet the

The Undergraduate Medical Program is

The level of questions in sections of

academic requirements stated in this

both physical and mentally demanding.

B i o l o g y, P h y s i c s a n d C h e m i s t r y

prospectus will be rejected at this point.

Students offered admission are required to

correspond to that expected at the level of

Announcement for Admission

undergo a comprehensive medical

Intermediate Examination or equivalent

The Admission cell of College will inform

examination including laboratory

qualification(12th Year).

the students who are successful in the

investigations and X-ray chest, before they

admission process. Successful applicants

are allowed to join the classes.

Medical Examination
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Admission Policy
c.

Immunization

Clinical experience caries a small personal

not likely to continue/maintain the required

to be charged whether student is transferred

risk of infection. In their own interest, and

academic and other standards.

to or from MMC.

also in the interest of patients and others,

* If a student’s conduct / behaviour is not in

students must provide evidence of

line with the required standard of the

Withdrawal from the College

immunization against the following:

College.

Student desiring to withdraw from the

Tuberculosis (BCG) Diphtheria

* If a student fails to pay the College fees

College during the term or year must notify

Poliomyelitis Pertussis

(including transport and hostel fee) in the

the Principal in writing. They are required

Hepatitis B Tetanus

specified period.

Measles/Mumps (and Rubella for females)

Admission Expulsion
The Principal of MMC as well as Managing

Transfer Policy
All transfer of students from other Colleges

Trustee of MMC reserve the right to cancel

may be allowed in accordance with PMDC

the admission of student who fall in the

rules if the seats are available. In all cases

following categories.

No Objection Certificate from the

* If a student suffers from physical, mental,
psychological health conditions and in the
opinion of the College Medical Board, is

to get the required clearance from all
departments including Finance
Department. If an academic year has
started, it means the student has utilized the
tuition fee. If he / she then withdraws, the
fee can not be returned.

concerned University and College are to be
obtained. A transfer fee of Rs. 1,00,000/- is
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Admission Policy
Re - Admission
Students seeking re-admission will be considered
only:
Ü

If the application is received within one year of the
period of withdrawal.

Ü

If the attendance & course grades at the time of
withdrawal from the College were satisfactory.

Ü

Re-admission fee of Rs. 100,000/- will be charged.

Enrolment:
As Muhammad Medical College is affiliated with University of
Sindh, its students will have to fill-in and submit the enrolment form
along-with the required fees at the beginning of First Year.

DR. NADEEM IQBAL
Director Admission
Muhammad Medical College
Mirpurkhas
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Academics
Students’ Acitivies
As all new batches are enrolled by Liaquat
University of Medical & Health Sciences
(LUMHS), Students are enrolled by
LUMHS. A semester system of
examination is followed bi-annually. All
papers are prepared and checked and results
are announced by the Liaquat University of
Medical & Health Sciences, Jamshoro
(LUMHS).

Fee Payment
The fee will have to be deposited only and
only at the Habib Bank Limited at the
campus of Muhammad Medical College
within 48 hours of announcement of results
(which will be done soon after the
interview). All payments to the College
through cheques / pay order or Bank Draft
shall be drawn in favour of Muhammad
Medical College.
Failure to pay the full fee within 48 hours of
announcement of results may result in
withdrawal of offer of admission. The
receipt must be obtained. Any claim of fee
paid anywhere other than the designated
branch of Habib Bank Limited situated

within MMC will not be acceptable. Tuition
fee charged annually by the college will
recover only a small portion of the high
expenditure incurred on medical education.
First Year fee will be payable before
admission. Thereafter, all above fees will be
payable by 15th October, i.e., before annual
examinations of that year. Hence student
admitted in 2016 will need to pay second
year fee before 15th October 2017, third
year fee before 15th October 2018 fourth
year fee before 15th October 2019 and final
year fee before 15th October 2020. This is
irrespective of the fact that he/she passes a
year or not. If a student repeats a year,
he/she will continue to pay for 5 years and
will pay 25% of repeat (sixth). If there is a
delay in payment of fee, Rs. 5000/month of
fine will be charged.

Include College Examination fee (not
University examinations), Internal
Assessment, Sports fee, Magazine fee,
Security Provision, Social and other
activities.
The College reserves the right to consider
inflation, policies of PM&DC & Health
Department in revising the fees structure.

University Fees
University Charges 5.5% of Registration
fee charged over the tuition and admission
fee only.

Government Tax
A Government Tax of 5% on all fee has
been introduced and will be payable at the
time of submission of fee every year.

Hostel Fee
Students from other cities are encouraged
to stay in hostels. For this, a fee of
Rs. 6000/month will be payable without
meal and A/C.

Students are strictly advised not to pay any
other amount except mentioned in the
prospectus or a written notice signed by the
competent authority.
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fee structure 2016 - 17
Standard

Overseas

Rs. 50,000

USD 500

Rs. 677,000

USD 11,000

At the time of Admission

Rs. 727,000+Tax

USD 11,500+Tax

Tuition Fee

(2nd Year)

Rs. 677,000+Tax

USD 9,000+Tax

(3rd Year)

Rs. 677,000+Tax

USD 8,500+Tax

(4th Year)

Rs. 677,000+Tax

USD 8,500+Tax

(5th Year)

Rs. 677,000+Tax

USD 8,500+Tax

Admission Fee
Tuition Fee

(1st Year)

NOTE
All the Government Taxes as prescribed by Federal Board of Revenue or other Government Revenue
Departments are not included in above fee structures and will be paid separately by the
Student/Parents/Gaurdians.
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Hostel fee 2016 - 17
Rs. 72,000-/ per annum

Without Meal:

refund policy
(Withdrawal any due to reason)
Refund of fee will be according to following rules

Conditions

Refund

Withdrawal before start of course

Full Tuition Fee

Within 60 days of start of course

Half Tuition Fee

After 60 days of start of course

No Refund

Admission fee is non refundable in all cases
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examination department
Examination Department of MMC, headed

& Health Sciences, Jamshoro. Pass marks

Department, his / her admission shall stand

by controller of Examination Dr. Ausaf

in each examination will be 50% If a

cancelled. A student will not have more

Hussain, will conduct the Enrolment of all

student fails to attend classes for two weeks

than 4 chances of passing Part - I or Part - II

students admitted. This department is also

continuously after start of session without

of First Professional Examinations, availed

responsible for arranging and holding all

any written application submitted

or un-availed. Failing Fourth attempt,

the examinations and declaring their

beforehand, his / her admission shall stand

student’s name will be struck off college

results.

cancelled automatically without any notice.

register (as per PM&DC rule).

Policy of the Examination and attendance

If a student is unable to attend classes for

Examination will be held at the end of each

ten days or more during the session without

Semester by Liaquat University of Medical

informing in writing to the Chairperson of

18
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curriculum mbbs
First Year MBBS

Second Year MBBS

Third Year MBBS

1.

Anatomy - I *

1.

Anatomy - II*

1. Phramacology & Therapeutics

2.

Physiology - I**

2.

Physiology - II**

2.

Forensic Medicine

3.

Biochemistry - I ***

3.

Biochemistry - II ***

3.

General Pathology

Fourth Year MBBS

Final Year MBBS

1. Special Pathology

1. Medicine with psychiatry & Dermatology

2. Community Medicine

2. Surgery with Ortho & Anesthesia

3. Otorhinolaryngology

3. Obstetrics & Gynaecology

4. Ophthalmology

4. Paediatrics including Neonatology

* This paper also includes question on Biomedical Ethics.
** This paper also includes question on Information Technology.
*** This paper also includes question on Community Medicine.
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campus
Muhammad Medical College is located just
outside Mirpurkhas (6 kg from Zero point)
on Hyderabad road. This is opposite
Ratanabad Railway station near main bus
stand. It spreads over 40 acres owned by
Muhammad Foundation Trust for its
projects. All necessary facilities including
building, gas, electricity, telephone,
internet, transport, accommodation, food
and drink spots are available. Public
transport operating along Hyderabad road
provides frequent and regular access to the
college. The college building is more than
sufficient to the requirement and has all the
necessary departments. Each department
has its own museum, laboratory and tutorial
room, which are well equipped and
fascinating.

attached teaching hospital
Three teaching hospitals provide clinical
training to the Students of MMC.
These Includes:
1. Muhammad Medical College Hospital
- On site 600 bedded.
2. Muhammad Medical College Hospital
- City Branch 100 bedded.
3. Children Hospital
- 100 bedded
There has been great improvement in
clinical training of the students. Plenty of
construction has taken place in MMCH
leading to a total strength of over 600 beds.
A new department of Cardiology with CCU
have been started. A department of Urology
with Dialysis facilities have been added. A
new unit has been started in the department
of Gynaecology & Obstetrics. A 17 rooms
doctors’ hostel has been completed and

started at MMCH.Construction of a new
state of art OPD complex has also been
started. Another major improvement is that
in every specialty, there are senior doctors
who now reside in Mirpurkhas and are
hence available for clinical training and
patients care 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. This has greatly improved the
attendance of the hospital. MMCH has
purchased and brought in from UK hospital
instruments worth over 20 million of Rs.
Hence we now have a good functioning
ICU with monitors as well as Ventilators,
better equipped and larger operation theater
suits, a state of art gastroenterology ward, a
much improved Gynae & Obstetrics
department with much better attendance in
labour ward and regular Gyane list. Eye,
ENT and Paeds department have also much
improved & equipped. All facilities are
modern and up to the marks.
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Muhammad
Medical
College
Hospital
City
Branch
Mirpurkhas

Opening Ceremony
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Students’ accommodation
students’
Boys Hostel

girls Hostel
Boys and Girls hostels are at separate sites. There are 9 boys and 6 girls hostels. MMC has largest hostel accommodation in Private
Sector with facilities for 350 boys and 250 girls. All hostel are on site.
Girls hostels are a state of art building with excellent facilities and opportunities for study in peaceful atmosphere. They are fully
protected by large boundary walls and are fully guarded. Students requiring hostel will need to pay hostel fee for one year at the time of
admission. This will be non refundable. At the end of one year, students will have to deposit a fee for another year or leave the hostel.
Strict rules and regulations have to be observed regarding timings of meals, visitors, leave, week-end off from premises. Air
Conditioning facilities are available on additional payment.
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library

There is an ample sized library with reading room, separate sections for teaching staff and counter. It has almost 3000 books related
to Medical Sciences and about 5000 Medical Journals. It has a senior librarian with other support staff. It has an audiovisual corner
that provides computer & Internet facilities to the students. The Library is a major center of health science literature. It is equipped
with up to date information and retrieval facilities, books and journals for the students and faculty in basic medical sciences.

canteen
Canteen

mosque
A number of canteens provide
regular meals, snacks and drinks to

A mosque is also constructed for
daily prayers in the campus.

students, staff, patients and visitors
round the clock.
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Co - curricular activities
co

Messiah
Students enjoy various activities outside their educational routine and receive education with fun and pleasure. A faculty
member heads each society to guide the students in carrying out their activities.
Muhammad College Magazine called “MESSIAH” is edited and published by the students to express their views and to
publish literary creations.
The sports and Social Club provides sporting and recreational activities for students and other members of Muhammad
Medical College. The club is committed to the belief that participation in these activities enhances the well being of students
and staff of the Muhammad Medical College so that they are better able to meet the demands and obligations of an academic
and working life with balanced and healthy life style.

Mushaira
Annual Mushaira is held where poets among students and faculty participate along with the renowned poets of the region.
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Co - curricular activities
co
Library & Debating Society
Literacy and Debating Society Organizes literary activities like Quiz Competition,
Mushaira and Inter-Class debates.

Students’ Week

A student week is held every year where students of MMC compete against each others.
Following events are particularly popular:
a.

Cricket

b.

Table Tennis

c.

Athletics

d.

Debates

e.

Quizes

f.

Qirat & Naat

g.

Bait Bazi

h.

Basket Ball

25
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Co - curricular activities
co

Musical Concert
Annually Held
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Co - curricular activities
co
Inter Collegiate Competition held at MMC

MMC holds an Inter collegiate in
various sports and stage programmes.
This has rekindled the sprite of healthy
competition among the boys and girls in
the region.

Held at other Colleges and Universities.
MMC has regularly participated in these
competitions specially Cricket and
Debates.
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image gallary

Basant Competition

Milad Program

Mango Party

Youm-e-Hussain
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image gallary

Symposium

Workshop

Annaul Seminar in
Gastroenterology & Hepatology
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Senior Faculty
Department of Anatomy
Dr. Ranyo

Dr. Jawahar

Dr. Imran Rathore

Professor

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Abdul Rehman

Dr. Shoukat Ali Awan

Dr. Rabia Ahmed

Assistant Professor

Senior Lecturer

Lecturer

Department of Physiology
Dr. Abdullah Abbasi

Dr. Rasheeda Qasmi

Dr. Ghulam Mujadid Qureshi

Professor

Associate Professor

Associate Professor

Dr. Pushpa

Dr. Habib-ur-Rehman

Dr. Nadeem Iqbal

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Senior Lecturer
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Senior Faculty
Department of Biochemistry
Dr. Shamsul Arfeen Khan

Dr. Allah Nawaz Memon

Dr. Abdul Shakoor

Professor

Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Aneel Kapoor

Dr. Javeria Farooque

Assistant Professor

Lecturer

Department of Pharmacology
Dr. Shaheen Shah

Dr. Kashif Rasheed Shaikh

Dr. Asma Batool

Professor

Assistant Professor

Senior Lecturer

Dr. Sanam Rasool Bux
Lecturer
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Senior Faculty
Department of Forensic Medicine
Dr. Ghulam Mustafa Yousfani

Dr. Mir Muhammad Sehto

Dr. Syeda Momina Muhammad

Professor

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Gul Maria

Dr. Saleem Shah

Assistant Professor

Lecturer

Department of Pathology
Dr. Abdul Rahim Siyal
Professor

Dr. Muhammad Farooq Baig

Dr. Farzana Chang

Professor

Professor
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Senior Faculty
Department of Pathology
Dr. Darya Khan

Dr. Muhammad Amir Khan

Dr. Amtul Hussain M.

Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Uzma Bukhari

Dr. Ghulam Rasool

Dr. Bhawani Shankar

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Hadi Imam

Dr. Anila Faisal

Dr. Aliya Zaman

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Department of Community Medicine
Dr. Muhammad Asif

Dr. Allah Bachaiyo

Dr. Partab Puri

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Aqeela Memon
Senior Lecturer
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Senior Faculty
Department of Ophthalmology

Dr. Tahir Masood Arbab

Dr. Rajesh Rathi

Dr. Imtiaz

Professor

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Ghulam Haider

Dr. Faiz Muhammad Memon

Dr. Nigar Ahmed

Assistant Professor

Senior Registrar

Senior Lecturer

Department of ENT

Dr. Raees-ud-Din Siddiqui

Dr. Noor Ahmed Shaikh

Dr. Inayatullah Bhutto

Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor
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Senior Faculty
Department of Medicine & Allied
Dr. Syed Zafar Abbas

Dr. Noor Muhammad Memon

Dr. Muhammad Ali

Professor

Professor

Professor

Dr. Fayyaz Memon

Dr. Abdul Qadir Khan

Dr. Akram Bajwa

Professor

Professor

Associate Professor

Dr. Ball Chand

Dr. Kashif Ali

Dr. Gordhan Soothar

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Nadeem Memon

Dr. Shabnam Rani

Dr. Abdul Ghaffar

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor
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Senior Faculty
Department of Medicine & Allied
Dr. Safdar Ali Pervaiz

Dr. Mashooq Ali Dasti

Dr. Humayoun Jalil Jafree

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Medical Superintendent

Dr. Gohar Rathore

Dr. Shamim Khan

Dr. Akram Sultan

Senior Registrar

Senior Registrar

Senior Registrar

Department of Surgery & Allied
Dr. Ahmed Ali Laghari

Dr. Ghulam Ali Memon

Dr. Syed Razi Muhammad

Professor

Professor

Professor

Dr. Rehmatullah Soomro

Dr. Noor Muhammad Khaskheli

Professor
Surgery/Urology

Professor

Dr. Jawaid Rajput
Professor
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Senior Faculty
Department of Surgery & Allied
Dr. Aziz-ur-Rehman

Dr. Atiq-ur-Rehman

Associate Professor
Surgery/Orthopaedics

Assistant Professor
Surgery/Orthopaedics

Dr. Sumaira Otho

Dr. Muhammad Faraz

Assistant Professor

Dr. Bilal Fazal
Assistant Professor

Dr. Ahmed Halepota
Assistant Professor

Dr. Jamshaid Bashir
Assistant Professor

Dr. Saifullah

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Altaf Hussain Jatoi

Dr. Sohail Yousuf

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Waqar Ahmed Memon

Dr. Syed Wajid Ali

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor
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Senior Faculty
Department of Gynae / Obs
Dr. Amna Memon

Dr. Shaista Arain

Dr. Yasmeen Khooharo

Professor

Professor

Associate Professor

Dr. Qamar-un-Nisa

Dr. Asma Jabeen

Dr. Hem Lata

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Associate Professor

Dr. Madhu Bala

Dr. Asia Batool

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Department of Dermatology

Department of Psychiatry

Dr. Sajan Mal

Dr. Ausaf Ahmed

Senior Registrar

Senior Registrar
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Senior Faculty
Department of Paediatrics

Dr. Muhammad Hassan Memon

Prof. M. Iqbal Pathan

Dr. Imran Ahmed

Professor

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Dr. Masood-ul-Hassan

Dr. Imran Khan

Senior Registrar

Registrar

Department of Radiology

Dr. Naima Memon

Dr. Aqil Chohan

Assistant Professor

Senior Registrar
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salient features
Ü

Recognized by PM&DC and CPSP

Ü

Affiliated with LUMHS, Jamshoro

Ü

Listed in WHO (USMLE, PLAB)

Ü

Highly qualified & senior faculty

Ü

Teaching Hospital: In campus 600 beds, Muhammad Medical Hospital

Ü

Teaching Hospital: 100 beds, Muhammad Medical College Hospital
City Branch.
Muhammad Medical College

Ü

13 Batches passed out

Ü

Well equipped Laboratory / Libraries

Mirpurkhas, Sindh, Pakistan

Ü

Computer Lab with Internet Facility

Tel:

Hyderabad Road, Ratanabad,

+92 (0) 233-509948

Mob: +92 (0) 300-3313567
Ü

Separate Hostels for Girls & Boys in Campus

+92 (0) 300-3310649
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